This paper has been written to mark 25 years of operational medium-range ensemble forecasting. The origins of the ECMWF Ensemble Prediction System are outlined, including the development of the precursor real-time Met Office monthly ensemble forecast system. In particular, the reasons for the development of singular vectors and stochastic physics -particular features of the ECMWF Ensemble Prediction System -are discussed. The author speculates about the development and use of ensemble prediction in the next 25 years.
Introduction
The notion that the wintertime atmosphere has a "limit of deterministic predictability" of about two weeks arose from numerical experiments with general circulation models in the 1960s (e.g. Smagorinsky 1963 , Leith 1965 , Mintz, 1965 . In these experiments the growth of small perturbations was studied for various synoptic flow types. Whilst the earlier work of Lorenz (1963) indicated that deterministic prediction would eventually be limited by the chaotic nature of the atmosphere, these experiments suggested that it should be possible to make useful deterministic forecasts at least 10 days ahead. This provided the scientific basis for the establishment of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) in the 1970s, and for mediumrange prediction more generally.
However, over the last 25 years, weather forecasting within this deterministic limit has undergone a radical change: from a deterministic procedure where at each forecast initial time a single prediction is made from a best-guess set of initial conditions using a best-guess deterministic computational representation of the underlying equations of motion, to a probabilistic one where an ensemble of predictions is made from a sample of initial conditions using stochastic computational representations of the underlying equations of motion. Thus, paradoxically for some, forecasting within this so-called deterministic limit of predictability has become inherently probabilistic. This paper focusses on the development of the ECMWF medium-range Ensemble Prediction System (EPS) (Palmer et al, 1992; Molteni et al, 1996) .
Why were such developments necessary? As discussed in Section 2, in a chaotic system, the butterfly effect -here simply meant as the rapid growth of initial error -is itself flow dependent and hence will be manifest from time to time within the limit of deterministic predictability. If we aspire to creating reliable forecast systems (i.e. systems which a user can rely on for making decisions), methods are needed to determine when the butterfly effect will compromise the accuracy of the forecast -even within the deterministic limit. A precursor to the ECMWF EPS is discussed in Section 3 -the Met Office real-time monthly ensemble forecast system. A key point here is that probabilistic prediction on the monthly timescale fitted naturally into the probabilistic statistical-empirical techniques that were being used to predict on the monthly timescale. By contrast, as discussed, ensemble techniques did not fit naturally into the prevailing methodologies for medium-range prediction. The specific ideas and research that led to the use of singular vectors and stochastic parametrisation in the EPS is discussed in Section 4. The explosion of development of ensemble prediction on all timescales is described and some of the challenges that remain are discussed in Section 5. In Section 6, an attempt in made to project forward to speculate how ensemble forecasting will be used routinely 25 years from now.
An important point must be recognised from the outset: because the EPS has been a development of the deterministic approach at ECMWF, it has relied on software developed primarily for deterministic prediction. In principle, it needn't have been like this. Conceivably, a probabilistic approach to numerical weather prediction could have followed the route of solving the Liouville or FokkerPlanck equations (Epstein, 1969) . In this case, one would have had no option but to start again, pretty much from scratch. However, as discussed in Ehrendorfer (2006) , such an approach would have been completely impracticable: for example, although the Liouville equation is linear in probability density, it is effectively infinite dimensional and cannot be reliably approximated by loworder truncations. Hence, the fact that the ECMWF EPS is world leading does draw on the fact that the deterministic ECMWF model and data assimilation systems are themselves world leading. In this sense, the development of the ECMWF EPS reflects the work of the whole of ECMWF, and not just the small group who were specifically focussed on the EPS (see Acknowledgements below). It is likely that model and data assimilation development will, in the next decade, be done entirely within an inherently probabilistic framework (recognising the "Primacy of Doubt"; Palmer, 2017) . However, for now, the quality of ensemble systems does depend on the quality of the corresponding deterministic systems.
Since much of the discussion in this paper reflects the author's recollections and opinions, some of the text below will be written using the first-person singular.
Why Bother?
It is worth recalling some of the lively discussions and debates that were had, not only during the development phase of the EPS, but even more so when the EPS began to be run operationally and when it became apparent that the computational cost of the ensemble was not going to be trivial and would therefore be competing with resources for developing the traditional deterministic forecast. A key argument was that because medium-range forecasting was within the deterministic limit, we should focus the lion's share of available resources on making the deterministic forecasts as skilful as possible. In this way, it was argued, occasional forecast busts would be eventually eradicated. Why jeopardise ECMWF's status as the world-leading deterministic forecast centre, so the argument went, by diverting valuable human and computing resources to a probabilistic system that some felt would be unusable in practice?
The problem with this argument is that the notion of the two-week deterministic limit is itself a statistical one: all it means is that, on average, one can make useful deterministic predictions within this limit. However, because the climate system is nonlinear, the butterfly effect will, from time to time, destroy the accuracy of particular deterministic predictions on timescales much shorter than the deterministic limit. This concept is illustrated in Fig 1 which shows some finitetime ensemble integrations of the iconic Lorenz (1963) model. Lorenz's motivation for developing this model was that it provided a counter-example to the claim that deterministic long-range forecasting using empirical methods would be possible once we had enough independent observations to perform some sort of analogue prediction. However, Lorenz's model can also be used to show the Achilles Heel of deterministic prediction within the deterministic limit -quite a different application to what Lorenz originally had in mind. In Fig 1 is shown the growth of errors within the limit where deterministic predictions show, on average, some level of skill. The key point here is that since in the equations of motion ̇= [ ] the functional is nonlinear, then necessarily the Jacobian / in the linearised equation = must necessarily depend (at least linearly) on . This means that in a nonlinear system, the growth of small errors will vary with initial state. Fig 1c shows an example of a situation where error growth is explosive. An example illustrating this situation in practice is the famous October 1987 storm over Southern England. Its misforecast led BBC Anchor Man Michael Buerk, the morning after the storm, to comment to the on-duty weather forecaster Ian McCaskill (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h0b92WZLlQw): "Well Ian, you chaps were a fat lot of good last night….if you can't forecast the worst storms for several centuries three hours before they happen, what are you doing!". This point illustrates a crucial concept. Can we meaningfully say that deterministic forecasts are, on average, useful, when a small number of them turn out to be badly wrong? When a few forecasts go wrong, users begin asking themselves whether they can trust the forecast system at all. That is to say, a few poor forecasts compromise the reliability of the forecast system (for decision making) as a whole. (This concept is incorporated in the use of entropic measures of probabilistic skill, where forecast systems are severely penalised when the verification lies outside the forecast range, even on a single occasion.)
Of course, the converse (`crying wolf' situation) -where forecasters warn of some severe event (e.g. a category five hurricane or unprecedented snow amounts) and nothing exceptional actually occurs -can also lead users to question the value of forecast systems. Fig 1c, and the corresponding meteorological events, illustrate the fact that the so-called butterfly effect -here meaning sensitive dependence on initial conditions -can certainly occur intermittently within the limit of deterministic predictability. Improving the model, e.g. by increasing resolution, is not going to help solve this problem, indeed it may exacerbate it as the model resolves better the instability which causes the problem in the first place. Essentially Fig 1 illustrates the fact that any deterministic weather forecast system, no matter how good the forecast model, will have an Achilles Heel, even when forecasting within the deterministic limit.
There is another reason why forecast failures matter: when we say something will happen and it doesn't, our science is undermined. This bothers me a lot. By virtue of the fact that we make predictions every day, the science of meteorology satisfies Popper's criterion of falsifiability par excellence. However, if these predictions turn out to be false from time to time, then at best it means that there are aspects of our science we do not understand and at worst it provides ammunition to those that would see meteorology as empirical, inexact and unscientific. Indeed, manifest forecast failures do give ammunition to those who claim that predictions of climate change cannot be relied on because the forecasts we make on timescales where verification data exists are, on occasion, wrong.
I myself do think that meteorology is an exact science -but its exactitude lies in describing the evolution of probability distributions, not deterministic states. For those who think this is a "cop-out", we wouldn't say to a high-energy physicist at that her subject was not an exact science because the fundamental law describing the evolution of quantum fields, the Schrödinger equation, was probabilistic and therefore not exact! In short, it is clear that if meteorology aspires to be both a rigorous science and one where users can rely on our outputs (literally, as though their lives depended on them), then we must develop systems that can predict the flowdependent consequences of inevitable uncertainties in our forecast systems. This is what ensemble prediction and the ECMWF EPS in particular, attempts to do.
The Met Office Long-Range Forecast Ensemble
My personal involvement in the development of ensemble prediction systems predates work begun at ECMWF on medium-range forecasting. In 1982, I returned to the Met Office from a spell at the University of Washington where I had been working on stratospheric dynamics, and found myself posted to the socalled Synoptic Climatology Branch; synoptic climatology being a field about which I knew almost nothing. However, the branch had had some illustrious past members, notably the renowned climatologist Hubert Lamb who went on to found the Climatic Research Unit at the University of East Anglia, and this gave me some confidence that there was worthwhile science to be done. One of the practical duties of the Synoptic Climatology Branch was to produce 30-day forecasts for 10 districts of the United Kingdom, for a number of external feepaying customers, such as utility companies. Such forecasts were mainly made using statistical-empirical models (Folland and Woodcock, 1986 ) whose input were current circulation patterns, and, importantly, sea surface temperatures from regions around the world. The output from such models was probabilistic in character. For example, one type of output was the probability, over the coming month, of Lamb Weather Types -what would now be referred to as circulation regimes.
Over the years, the Synoptic Climatology Branch had become somewhat detached from the work of other forecast branches at the Met Office, whose work from the 1960s onwards had been revolutionised by the development of numerical models of the atmosphere. The task of me and my team was to investigate whether numerical models might also play a role in long-range forecasting, from monthly to seasonal timescales. On the seasonal timescales this involved studying the atmospheric model response to El Nino and related sea surface temperature anomalies (Palmer and Mansfield, 1986a, b) . However, two important papers suggested that numerical forecasting on the monthly timescale was a worthwhile pursuit in its own right: Shukla (1981) had suggested that there was some potential predictability in spatially and temporally averaged fields on the monthly timescale, and Miyakoda (1983) had indicated that the severe US winter of 1976/77 was predictable on the monthly timescale using the latest generation of weather/climate models.
Work had already started in this direction using the Met Office hemispheric 5-level model (Mansfield, 1986) . However, the arrival of the new global 11-level model (and a new supercomputer) presented new opportunities. The early form of this model had a profound westerly bias that made it quite useless for longrange forecasting and provoked the development of a parametrisation of a hitherto unparametrised sub-grid process -orographic gravity waves ). I will return to this parametrisation below in the discussion about stochastic parametrisation.
Of course, it made no sense to base a monthly forecast on a single deterministic integration of the 11-level model. Although this was implied by Lorenz's 1963 model, it became a familiar fact of the matter to those of us working with complex numerical models, that pairs of integrations started, say 12 hours apart, would diverge radically on monthly timescales. At the very least, one should perform multiple runs from consecutive initial conditions and somehow synthesise the results. How should we do this? One approach had been suggested by Shukla: look at only the large-scale low-frequency modes of variability by applying spatial and temporal averaging to the fields. Another approach had been suggested by Dalcher et al (1987) : simply average together the integrations from consecutive analyses. The technique was called lagged-average forecasting, the idea being that unpredictable scales would be filtered out by this averaging process. Both spatial, temporal and lagged averaging would tend to reduce the root-mean-square error of the forecast. However, there is a penalty to be paid by such averaging: extreme events with relatively poor predictability will necessarily be filtered out of the forecast. And yet it is precisely these events that the user needs to be warned about! In the case of the monthly ensembles in the Synoptic Climatology Branch, there was an obvious alternative approach: since the empirical model output was probabilistic in nature, and since our goal was to try to combine the empirical and numerical model output, we should synthesise the ensemble forecast output probabilistically. Hence running 7 forecasts made from consecutive 12-hour analyses, we created a rudimentary ensemble-based probability forecast based on a cluster analysis of the 7 circulation patterns that were predicted. Although the forecast from the earliest initial condition was likely to be the least skilful a priori, the actual differences in skill between the 7 ensemble members, on these monthly timescales, was too small to be concerned about.
And so, starting in November 1985, the Met Office quasi-operational probabilistic ensemble forecast system was born (Murphy and Palmer, 1986) and started to complement the statistical methods (Folland and Woodcock, 1986) . I believe this was the world's first real-time probabilistic ensemble forecast system, based on numerical models of the atmosphere.
The ECMWF Ensemble Prediction System
The moments in one's life when one suddenly grasps some scientific truth, the so-called Eureka moments, are rare indeed. For me, the time when I thought, sometime in the mid 1980s -Why aren't we designing probabilistic ensemble forecast systems for the short and medium range as well as the extended range? -was one such. In hindsight, and in the light of Fig 1, it is an obvious idea and hardly up there with the great scientific discoveries of the 20 th Century. However, in the 1980s, the demarcation line between short and medium-range predictions within the deterministic limit, and monthly and seasonal predictions beyond it, was very strong indeed.
The idea that medium-range forecast uncertainty had to be somehow predicted had been recognised by the Dutch meteorologist and fluid dynamicist Henk Tennekes who famously said that "no forecast is complete without a forecast of the forecast skill" (Tennekes et al, 1987) . As a result, much of the thinking in the second half of the 1980s, by those concerned with medium-range predictability, was focussed on trying to devise some way of predicting whether the latest deterministic forecast was going to be skilful or unskilful. If this could be achieved it would of course be valuable. However, it seemed to me that the value of "forecasting the forecast skill" would always be rather limited. The famous October 1987 storm provides a good case in point. Merely knowing that a shortrange deterministic forecast of a relatively benign day was likely to have a large rms error, would itself not provide a warning of the possibility of an unprecedented storm with hurricane force gusts in the south of England. This is where a reliable ensemble would have provided much more valuable information than a mere forecast of deterministic forecast skill.
a) Singular vectors
These conceptual issues notwithstanding, a key practical problem in designing a medium-range ensemble is how to produce a viable set of initial perturbations which would adequately sample initial uncertainty. The time-lagged approach based on consecutive analyses was clearly going to be of very limited value if one sought ensemble sizes of 30 or more (needed to estimate probabilities without large sampling errors, especially of extreme events), since then one would have to use analyses that were so out of date as to be quite useless. One would like perturbations consistent with analysis error -but how to construct these in practice? Clearly these perturbations would be small in scale, since it is on scales smaller than the resolution of the observation network that the analysis will be most uncertain -compounded by the fact that model error is likely also to be dominant on such small scales. And yet the unrealistically diffusive dynamics of models on small scales will damp such small-scale perturbations. Tony Hollingsworth, Head of Research at ECMWF for many of the years I was at ECMWF, had discovered this when he ran forecast twin experiments, adding spatially and temporally uncorrelated noise to the initial conditions. Instead of the noise growing as one would have expected from Lorenz's butterfly effect, the model's diffusive terms damped the noise exponentially. Such "underdispersiveness" has dogged ensemble forecasting ever since.
When I began working at ECMWF, I did not know how to solve this problem, and so temporarily shelved it in favour of studying plausible schemes that could "forecast the forecast skill". One such was based on an analysis of patterns of large-scale variability in 500hPa height which were maximally correlated with variations in medium-range deterministic forecast error. Using a linear regression analysis between medium-range RMS forecast error and EOFs of the forecast flow, it was found that the Pacific/North American (PNA) teleconnection pattern was a particularly good predictor of medium-range forecast error over the Pacific and North American sector (Palmer and Tibaldi, 1988 ) -an interesting result though of limited practical value for European weather forecast users! In trying to understand the dynamical origin of this result, I adapted Adrian Simmons' barotropic model (Simmons et al, 1983 ) with basic states which included either positive and negative PNA patterns added to the time-mean climatology. Perturbations, initially upstream of the PNA region, were found to grow much more strongly on the negative PNA basic state, suggesting the forecast error results from the regression analysis could be understood in terms of a large-scale barotropic instability. I began writing a paper on this (Palmer, 1988) but, as a last thought, computed the dominant eigenvalues of linear growth for the positive and negative PNA basic states. It was "obvious" that since the negative PNA basic state was more unstable it would have the larger eigenvalue. The opposite turned out to be the case. For some weeks, I was bamboozled, believing there must be a bug in the code.
At this point, I recalled one of Brian Farrell's seminars some years earlier when he was visiting the Met Office, claiming that normal-mode instability was largely irrelevant for studying transient growth of baroclinic waves in midlatitudes. Brian described the "Orr Mechanism" as applied to the Charney baroclinic instability problem (Farrell, 1989) . From a mathematical point of view, the Orr mechanism describes transient growth which is not bounded above by eigenvalue growth, and arises because the linear evolution equations for the Charney problem are not of Sturm-Liouville type and the corresponding linear dynamical operators are not self-adjoint (essentially because of shear in the basic state). That is to say, transient growth can occur if the eigenvectors of the linear operator are not orthogonal, even if the leading eigenvalue is negative. Fig  2 shows a schematic illustration of this process. Thinking about this I realised that this mechanism was endemic to all linear dynamical problems where the background state has shear (and hence where the background state cannot be commuted with the gradient operator in the linearised form of the nonlinear advection term). In some sense such non-normality is therefore a residual manifestation in the linearised problem, of the underpinning nonlinear problem. That is to say, even though they are linear, singular vectors provide a partial manifestation of the nonlinearity of the underpinning system -I will return to this point later. With a PhD student of Brian Hoskins, Zuojun Zhang, we examined the non-normality of the eigenvectors of the positive and negative PNA basic states and found that a measure of this non-normaility (the inverse of the cosine of the angle between an eigenvector and its adjoint) provided an explanation of the results found in the barotropic model integrations. A more general way to study this type of non-modal growth was through the socalled singular vectors of the linearised dynamics. Singular value decomposition goes back to the work of some of the great mathematicians of the 19 th Century such as Eugenio Beltrami and Camille Jordan but (I believe) was first referred to in a meteorological context by Lorenz (1965) . If we write the linearised dynamics in the propagator form , then the singular vectors of are simply the eigenvectors of at initial time and the eigenvectors of at evolved time. It is easy to see that is self-adjoint, even if is not. Hence the growth of perturbations defined from linear combinations of singular vectors will be bounded above by the corresponding singular values when, as Fig 2 shows , linear combinations of eigenvectors will not be bounded by the corresponding eigenvalues. Together with Franco Molteni, the leading singular vectors were calculated using matrix algorithms from a 3-level T21 quasi-geostrophic model . Using an energy metric (that is to say, where the perturbations have unit energy norm) it was found that the singular vectors propagated up-spectrum from sub-synoptic to synoptic scales between initial and evolved time (taken as 2-days). Broadly speaking, this upscale growth process illustrates the Orr mechanism first found by Brian Farrell for baroclinically unstable flow.
This was exactly the type of process needed to offset the erroneous damping effects of small-scale model diffusion. The initial perturbations were small scale, as required by data assimilation, and they were guaranteed to evolve into meteorologically balanced perturbations. That is to say, these singular vectors could indeed provide a viable means to represent initial perturbations for a medium-range ensemble forecast system. Initial tests (Mureau et al, 1993 ) gave good results. The singular vectors were then calculated from the primitive equation forecast model (Buizza et al, 1993; Buizza and Palmer, 1995 ) using the adjoint model developed for 4DVAR (and an iterative Lanczos scheme to compute the leading singular vectors) and this became the basis of the ECMWF Ensemble Prediction System which went operational in late 1992 (Palmer et al, 1992; Molteni et al, 1996) .
At the same time, NMC/NCEP implemented an operational medium-range ensemble forecast system but based on so-called breeding vectors, rather than singular vectors Kalnay, 1993, 1997) . A breeding vector can be likened to that of finding an eigenvector through the power method: take a random perturbation, grow it, rescale it and repeat indefinitely. In the following years, a number of debates ensued with Eugenia Kalnay and Zoltan Toth about the merits of singular versus breeding vectors. One argument sometimes used to support breeding over singular vectors was that breeding vectors are metric independent whilst singular vectors depend strongly on the choice of metric (particularly at initial time). However, I have always viewed this dependency as a strength, not a weakness, of the singular-vector method. In particular, there is a natural (initial-time) metric to use if the singular vectors are, as they are here, designed to probe the predictability of weather: it is the analysis-error metric and defined by the analysis error covariance matrix. In a number of studies (Gelaro et al, 1998 Barkmeijer et al, 1999) , it was shown that the simple energy metric provided a good approximate representation of the δ x(t 1 ) = A(t 1 ,t 0 )δ x(t 0 ) more expensive analysis-error covariance matrix provided by variational data assimilation.
A key feature of the fastest-growing energy-metric singular vectors (shared with analysis-error singular vectors) but not with, say, enstrophy-metric singular vectors, was that the initial vectors were typically sub-synoptic, whilst the evolved singular vectors were synoptic scale and larger. That is to say, the singular vectors captured the essential non-modal upscale growth of analysis-toforecast error from sub-synoptic scale, where uncertainty was largest, to synoptic and larger scales where most of the energy in the atmosphere resides. This can be contrasted with the breeding vector methodology, where, as mentioned, the perturbations are simply renormalized at every cycle time. Such renormalisation does not mimic the way in which observations transform a firstguess error at the end of one data assimilation cycle to an analysis error at the end of the next data assimilation cycle. In particular, such renormalisation does not capture the way observations strongly damp first-guess errors on scales larger than the observation network, but leave unchanged first-guess errors on scales much smaller than the observation network. In other words, whilst data assimilation can be expected to rotate the error field in wavenumber space, this is not to be expected from a breeding cycle. This was my main argument why singular vectors were, theoretically at least, preferable to breeding vectors.
On the other hand, computing singular vectors in anything other than a simple model context (i.e. whether the number of degrees of freedom was sufficiently small to allow explicit matrix representations) requires an adjoint model. At ECMWF this was possible because of the development of 4DVAR. At other operational centres this was not possible.
Of course the proof of the pudding is in the eating. Does it actually make any difference? Fig 
b) Stochastic physics
It was clear from the very earliest stage that initial perturbations were not going to be sufficient to create a reliable ensemble. By day 7 the ensemble had become somewhat under-dispersive in the extratropics, whilst by day 3 it had become very under-dispersive in the tropics. One could inflate the singular vector amplitudes so that the ensemble spread at day 7 was correct. However, the ensemble would then be over-dispersive in the early stages of the forecast. This was not the right way to proceed.
The answer was fairly obvious: there was no representation of model uncertainty in these early ensembles. In the early 1990s, this was something I would discuss with Martin Miller, Head of the Physical Aspects Section and later Model Division at ECMWF (the most decisive discussion occurring when we were both returning from a week's golfing vacation). At the time, the Met Office were pursuing a "perturbed parameter" approach to representing model uncertainty in climate change ensembles. Martin and I had different reasons for believing this was not the right approach for the EPS. For me the key reason arose from my involvement in the development of the orographic gravity wave drag parametrisation designed to make the Met Office 11-layer model a reasonably viable tool for ensemble monthly forecasting (see above). However, in developing this parametrisation a number of very significant and substantial approximations had to be made, not least that the propagation of the waves was based on the simplest type of linear theory. The idea that one could represent the uncertainties in these approximations (e.g. nonlinear effects) by merely perturbing the basic parameters of the parametrisation, keeping the closure formulae fixed, seemed to me quite preposterous (and still does!). That is to say, a scheme which perturbs parameters but does not perturb the closure scheme itself, is likely to produce very conservative (and hence under-dispersive) estimates of uncertainty.
Martin Miller's principal reason for disliking perturbed parameters was somewhat different. For him, representing the sub-grid tendencies correctly in a gridbox, where in reality let's say deep convection was occurring, would not merely require a realistic convective parametrisation, it would also require realistic parametrisations of cloud condensation processes, radiation and boundary layer turbulence. Crucially, these must be in proper balance with respect to one another. Perturbing individual parameters in individual parametrisation schemes, but keeping other parameters fixed, would tend to destroy this balance and hence destroy the realism of the total parametrised tendency.
It was on this basis that the alternative idea of making the total parametrisation tendency stochastic arose. Martin invited me to talk about the notion of stochastic parametrisation in a workshop on Convection Parametrisation 1996 . After this workshop, Martin and I worked together to develop the scheme that is now known as SPPT (Stochastically Perturbed Parametrisation Tendencies), adding a new stochastic term to the prognostic equations, whose amplitude is proportional to the total parametrised tendency for the variable in question. This was tested in the EPS and results were positive . Coarse-grain studies (Shutts and Palmer, 2006) subsequently lent some support to such "multiplicative-noise" schemes. A more refined scheme was developed and it was shown that SPPT improved probabilistic scores in the tropics by about 4 days. This shows the power of relaxing a key incorrect assumption present since the earliest days of numerical weather prediction: that just because the underlying equations of motion are deterministic, the numerical representation of these equations must also be deterministic.
By perturbing the whole tendency, SPPT respects the holism that Martin Miller himself felt was so vital to represent when doing uncertainty quantification. Of course, one should treat this as a zeroth order approximation and there are undoubtedly circumstances where some partial or even full decoupling does make sense. However, occasionally it is commented that by perturbing the whole tendency, SPPT is somehow ad hoc and therefore not physically based. Nothing could be further from the truth; just because a scheme is simple, it is not necessarily simplistic! The fact that it has so far not been possible to improve skill scores with alternative model error schemes suggests that SPPT is doing something right.
From Hours to Decades. Job done?
As discussed, the origins of ensemble forecasting arose in extended range prediction and from there, it percolated into medium-range forecasting. On longer timescales, it has been used to develop probabilistic seasonal and decadal forecast systems based on global coupled models and on shorter timescales has been used to develop probabilistic short-range forecast systems using very highresolution limited-area models. Reviews of the use of ensemble methods across the timescales have been given elsewhere (Palmer, 2000 : Palmer et al, 2005 .
Job done? No! These probabilistic forecasts are only going to be useful for decision making if the forecast probabilities are reliable -that is to say, if forecast probability is well calibrated with observed frequency. Whilst most medium-range forecast ensemble forecast products are reliable, on longer timescales they become less so. Weisheimer and Palmer (2014) documented the fact that on the seasonal timescale, many seasonal-mean precipitation forecasts are far from reliable and all the evidence suggests that this is due to the ensemble systems misrepresenting model error rather than observation error. As such, one must surely be cautious about the reliability of regional climatechange projections of precipitation .
Such results argue for increasing model resolution to try to minimise the systematic model errors that develop on the seasonal timescale -on the basis that representing processes using the proper laws of physics than by highly uncertain parametrisations is surely a good thing. Indeed, there are very good reasons for aspiring to produce a 1km global ensemble forecast system (Palmer, 2016) : not least two of the key physical processes in the atmosphere (deep convection and orographic gravity-wave drag) become resolved. I strongly believe that developing the 1km model will be essential if we are to eliminate the model biases that have plagued our field from the very start.
From a computational point of view, ensembles were an easy sell since they are "embarrassingly parallel" and therefore well suited to massively parallel supercomputers. Increasing resolution is much more problematic, given the projected end of Moore's Law. However, here ensemble forecasting, and stochastic parametrisation in particular, has suggested a new way forward. For example, if parametrisations are fundamentally stochastic in nature, then why are we representing all the variables in a weather or climate model with 64 bits? Is there real information in all these bits, or can some be removed without loss of accuracy. If so how many? If substantial, the computer resources saved can be redeployed to increase model resolution. In turns out that in terms of electrical power, the data transport costs of 64-bit representations are large and wasteful and ensemble skill is unchanged moving (almost entirely) to single precision (Düben et al, 2014; Váňa et al, 2017) . There are strong indications we can go much further, with large parts of the model coded using 16-bit half-precision floating point reals. Here we may be able to take advantage of a new class of mixed-precision processor, designed primarily with the machine learning community in mind.
One hint as to whether higher-resolution models will produce more reliable forecasts can be obtained by looking at the short-range ensemble forecasts using high resolution limited-area models. Unfortunately, here results are not encouraging. Fig 5 shows a reliability diagram for radar reflectivity (indicating convective precipitation) from the Community Leveraged Unified Ensemble (CLUE): Jirek et al (2016) . CLUE is a 20-member multi-model ensemble of limited-area models with 12 km horizontal resolution. As Jirek et al comment, and as can be seen from Fig 5: "overall, the ensembles were very underdispersive for reflectivity forecasts".
At the very least, it would seem that these high resolution short-range ensembles could benefit from singular vector perturbations just as the medium-range predictions have. However, this raises an important question. Why exactly are singular vectors so important? After all, model resolution has increased to the point where we are not seeking to add perturbations directly to the model's highly diffusive scales. In this respect, it is worth commenting on an interesting new result from Wayne and Durran (2018) who studied error growth in a mesoscale model with variable resolution. Initial perturbations with a fixed scale of around 100km were found to grow faster (and propagate to larger scales faster) the smaller was the resolution of the model. This itself may not appear too surprising, but the effect was still found when the resolution of the model was increased from 2km to 1km -two orders of magnitude smaller in scale than the perturbation itself. The authors conclude this is a consequence of nonlinearity in an atmosphere with a -5/3 spectrum (Lorenz, 1969) : that perturbations propagate nonlinearly downscale and then back up to the mesoscale, reflecting the butterfly effect as Lorenz originally intended it to mean . If this explanation is correct, it provides some justification for the comment above, that the non-modal nature of singular vectors describes in a linearised framework a process whose ultimate explanation lies in nonlinear advection in a sheared flow and in the "real" butterfly effect . This process and its implications for understanding the impact of model resolution on large-scale error certainly require further attention.
My point in highlighting this issue, is that it should be a concern not just to shortrange weather forecasters, but also to climate modellers seeking to develop high resolution models that can potentially simulate convective systems better. For example, the CLUE ensembles lie in the "grey zone" where convective systems are neither resolved nor parametrised adequately. Do these reliability diagrams suggest one should avoid the grey zone as a target resolution for next generation global models and wait until we can run with a 1km grid? These are important issues for both weather and climate prediction, and highlight a need for scientists from both sides to work closely together. (From Jirak et al, 2016) .
Before concluding this Section, I would like to make a suggestion for further improving initial ensemble perturbations. Since singular vectors seem unlikely to be removed in the coming years -something I would not have predicted a few years ago -perhaps we should start to refine the initial singular vector metric and computation little more. In particular, the regional amplitude of SPPT perturbations in the ensembles of data assimilations could itself be used to constrain the initial perturbations, increasing their amplitude in regions where SPPT is especially active, damping in other regions. This reflects the fact that initial error is not just due to observation error; it is also due to model error. Indeed, it many parts of the world (e.g. where mesoscale convective activity is occurring), model error may be the dominant contribution to initial error. Secondly, there is also good reason to include moist diabatic processes into the singular vector computation in the extratropics. Moist singular vectors are used for perturbations targeted on tropical cyclones (Puri et al, 2001 ). However, they have never replaced the dry singular vectors used in the extratropics.
The next 25 Years: Meeting the Sendai Framework Development Goals
Where would I like to see ensemble prediction 25 years from now? Firstly, I hope that long before then, operational weather forecast centres will drop their `highresolution deterministic' forecast, run in parallel with the ensemble, and focus on a high-resolution ensemble forecast (Palmer, 2012) .As discussed, because of the intermittent butterfly effect, deterministic forecasts are by their nature unreliable. As such, the added detail provided by a single high-resolution deterministic run, which cannot by definition be supported by the corresponding ensemble, must be unreliable and therefore not useful for users. (Aspects of high resolution which are slave to lower resolution elements of the flow can be produced by statistical downscaling if necessary). Rather, the route to higher resolution forecasts is through limited area-model ensembles, embedded into the global ensemble, and this is a job for the national met services. It is worth noting in this respect that ECMWF's strategic goal is to develop a 5km ensemble by about 2023, at which point the resolution of the deterministic forecast will be the same as the ensemble.
Indeed, let's assume that in 25 years we will be running global ensembles at 1km resolution and that the sort of problems suggested in Fig 5 have been solved . With such ensembles, we will finally be able to provide reliable estimates of weather risk for severe events (including wind and precipitation intensity), on forecast timescales of a week or so. Why is this so important? One of the goals of the UNISDR Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction (https://www.unisdr.org/we/coordinate/sendai-framework) is a substantial reduction in mortality due to natural disasters. According to the UNSIDR, over 90% of natural disasters are weather related. In this context, it is a great source of frustration to many of who have worked to improve weather forecasts to see populations suffering a week after some extreme weather event has devastated their neighbourhoods. An example is Typhoon Haiyan which hit the Philippines in 2013. According to the BBC web site (http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/worldasia-24958868/help-message-seen-by-a-us-surveillance-aircraft), only a week after the typhoon hit the Philippines, did food and supplies begin to reach survivors. In the days following the event, aid agencies stressed that the logistics of distribution were enormous, and simple messages of "Help! We need food and water" could be seen by surveillance aircraft.
And yet the track of Haiyan was relatively well known a week or so before the typhoon hit land: the ensemble spread was relatively small. This raises the question of whether disaster relief agencies can start to be more proactive when these high-impact events are forecast to hit; to get food, water, medicine and shelter in place before the event hits. The problem, of course is that it is easy to be wise after the event. The critical question is whether weather forecasts are reliable enough to allow disaster relief agencies to make decisions on when to be proactive -starting to act let's say a week ahead of the event -and when the uncertainty is simply too large to do anything but be reactive. Such agencies have limited resources and if they act proactively too often, in cases where the supposed life-threatening does not materialise, then they will go bust.
We can frame the decision process in a schematic and idealistic way. Let C denote the cost of some proposed disaster relief action, without which some loss L would occur. (This of course, suggests one can put a price on human suffering and loss of life, a distasteful but necessary fact of the matter.). Let p denote the forecast probability of the life-threatening event. Then a simple decision theoretic analysis suggests that proactive action should be taken if p>C/L (Murphy, 1969) . In practice, it would make sense to add an offset to ensure the disaster relief agency does not go bust after a run of occasions when action is taken but the event does not occur. By definition, this type of objective decisiontheoretic analysis can only be performed if reliable probabilities are available and is why developing fully reliable ensemble forecast systems is so crucially important.
Of course, it is not just disaster relief agencies who can benefit from reliable probability forecasts. In a ground-breaking study, Webster et al (2010) showed that farmers in rural Bangladesh readily appreciate the value of probability forecasts for decisions on whether to move their livestock (often their principal assets) to higher ground. In Webster et al (2010) it was shown quite conclusively that these farmers understood well the concept of probability, scotching the myth that probability is too complex a concept for the average person to understand.
In summary, in 25 years, my expectation is that 1km global ensemble forecasts will be used objectively for a range of applications and where the probabilities will be intermediate from the weather forecast model to the application model (Palmer, 2002) . Indeed, going further, I can imagine a situation where private companies, as well as disaster relief agencies, embed their impact models into the ensemble forecast system as it runs, enabling probabilities of direct interest to the users to be produced without having to output petabytes of highresolution high-frequency meteorological data. (The private companies would pay to have their application models embedded into the forecast models in this way, and would pay for extra computational capacity to ensure their application model does not slow down operations. Non-disclosure agreements would ensure that the impact-model code remains confidential.). The user-relevant probabilities would then be sent to the users to enable a definite nonprobabilistic course of action.
Conclusions
In this paper, a personal account has been given of the background to the development of the ECMWF ensemble prediction system. Although it is now over 25 years since the EPS became operational, it was far from clear, for many years, whether it would ever see its 25 th birthday. Referring to the EPS, my own boss used to introduce meetings with ECMWF Member State representatives saying that their forecasters, for whom this represented a major change in approach, should "use it or lose it". For a number of years I worried that the whole thing would be wound up as an exercise that, whilst worthy, was not felt to add sufficient value to the practice of weather forecasting. It was only relatively recently, at the WMO/WWRP/THORPEX World Weather Open Science Conference in Montreal in 2014, when I finally realised that ensemble forecasting had finally become an irreversible part of meteorology: talk after talk from both forecasters and researchers alike used ensemble methods as they were second nature. It reminded me of the old adage that you never convince your sceptical colleagues, it's just that a new generation comes along for whom there was never any real alternative.
Over the next 25 years I expect that the current practice of running both a highresolution deterministic forecast and an ensemble at lower resolution, will slowly disappear in favour of high-resolution (ultimately 1km) global ensembles (feeding yet finer-scale regional ensembles). This will finally give us the sort of quantitatively reliable risk assessments that will transform business and societal decision making towards largely objective procedures -e.g. when to target disaster aid relief ahead a projected event, and therefore start gearing up a week or more before the event is projected to hit. This transformation is an essential tool in making society worldwide become more resilient to extremes of weather -such extremes only becoming more commonplace as human-induced climate change takes hold. In this way, policy makers will recognise the value of high resolution weather and climate models, and fund their development commensurate with their importance. As a result, standing on the shoulders of the meteorological giants of the past, I expect meteorology to enter a golden age as has never been seen before.
